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Outstanding best seller Original Contemporary Native American flute music.With Guitar,synthesizer,

ambient sounds. Beautiful music set to a journey of a Vision. A complete journey from beginning to end.

with a lovely surprise ending.A beautiful CD. 13 MP3 Songs WORLD: Native American, NEW AGE:

Contemporary Instrumental Details: Heartflight represents the human kind in thoughts, emotions and

feelings that are playing out in the everyday drama of life's experiences. It is music from the heart, a

social commentary put to music, a casual observation of one who experiences life. Heartflight is more

than mere music. The words reach into your heart to trigger your thoughts and feelings to increase your

awareness of the journey, your journey! As an adjunctive to the music, people can actually help save the

planet, and each other. Heartflight is a dream come true after many years of dedication and the love of

music. Mel began singing at age 8. He wrote his first song at 13 and won many talent shows in the early

days with his brother Bill. They were an instant hit. Voices identical to the Everly Brothers won them many

awards. They performed on their first television show in Cheyenne Wyoming, which led to many talent

shows thereafter. They eventually joined an early band in LA called the Artesians located in the Southern

California area. Later they both joined the Telstars also a Southern California band, which became a huge

west coast success in the 1960's. Mel was the lead singer for that group, Bill backup singer. Later the

brothers recorded with Johnny Hammond's jazz group, Mel as lead singer, Bill as a drummer. Mel

eventually went solo and also sat in and played with several popular LA bands during that time as a lead

singer. He eventually began his solo efforts building his own dream, a commercial recording studio.

Heartflight recording studio, Heartflight original music, and Heartflight Productions were established in

1982. The Heartflight logo became a registered trademark  in 1998 and the results since have been great

new original music with Thought's of the Human Kind from the Heart, Wings of Change, Soul Journey,

Smoke Rising, and the current released CD Visions of the Ten Moons (Spirits are Born). Anne Gordon

joined Heartflight in 2000 as the exclusive visionary graphics art designer  director. Mel wanted a graphic

artist that could translate his visions, his music journeys into a visionary form for the eyes to see. Anne

has consistently done just that. Check out her new graphics with Visions of Ten Moons (Spirits are Born)!
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Yo Kohaji joined the team in 2002 as sales  marketing assistant. Yo, Also assists Mel with all related

Heartflight business. Heartflight has since developed a limited edition of high quality collectable

merchandise also available exclusively on this web sites order page. Persistence paid off, his visions

became reality. Success followed on the world wide Internet. Today, Heartflight has a huge fan base and

those that consistently follow each new CD release. The music of Heartflight has now become of age.

The music strikingly does speak to the cante -heart and even more so now completely relates to the here

and now. An artist one must listen to, to truly appreciate. If you havent heard one of his CDs your missing

out! Three years in the making, comes a new very different CD from Heartflight. The music can be

sampled briefly on the music page. Visions of Ten Moons (Spirits are Born) is an original Native American

Style mellow flute music CD. It is filled with rhapsodies of flutes and mellow strings etc. Its a magical

journey through visions with titles such as, Gazing at the stars for Hanblecas (visions), Visions of Ten

Moons (Evolution). Nagi Cante  Spirit Heart, To Hanhepi Wi  Blue Moon Rising, Crying to the sky part 1 

A journey Begins, To Tashuunka Wakan  Blue Wolf, Hanblecas  Visions of Tomorrows, Washte Anpetu 

Beautiful Day, Walks in a Sacred Manner, Crying to the Sky Part 2 (Death of a Medicine Man). Tears of

Years  A trail of Tears, Shadowed by the Gun, The only vocal on the CD, and Hanblecas of Evolution

(Spirits are Born) 13 new original songs, total time (65:51) (Recommend ear phones) Now for those that

have purchased the CD you will have noticed on the traycard (back) that the vision continues. This is the

vision behind the music. The vision represents NO religious affiliate; it is a Vision of a vision quest in

Native American tradition. Visions of Ten Moons (Spirits are Born): Your Journey begins: HF 07 Youve

purchased a new CD titled Visions of Ten Moons (Spirits are Born). You place the CD in the deck and

suddenly, a mellow feeling comes upon you. Rhapsodies of flutes and the raw native sounds begin to

take you on a journey through time and space. You begin gazing at the stars and seeking visions

(hanblecas). You are seeking for new woksapa (wisdom). You find yourself drifting into the universe and

becoming a part of the stars. Your journey, your vision begins! Your cante  (heart) begins to beat slower,

and slower, your nagi  (spirit) begins to soar like an Eagle from your human form! Your mind begins to

expand and open to the majestic beauty that surrounds you as your journey takes you far beyond the

heavens of Ina Maka (mother earth). The heavens before you are vast and there seems no end to the

universe you enter. Before you, lay an indescribable milky way of scattered twinkling bright colored stars.

Detailed Visions now become more apparent. You have truly entered a new dimension. You are entering



the spirit world. Visions now become of the minds eye, your human eyes no longer see the way. Your

nagi -spirit becomes the journeys guide. Then suddenly, you enter another vast universe of milky stars

with more intense colors and beauty. Nothing like you have ever witnessed in your human form, ever!

You have now entered where spirits are born. Before you suspended in time and space, appears ten

moons. Not ordinary moons, moons of new spirits within each. A spirit, taking human form within a

transparent moon. It is the birth of new beginnings. Each moon represents a new spirit that will come to

Ina Maka (mother earth) to assist in the changes that are yet to unfold. Each born spirit will become a

guide. They will become a part of our universe soon. Your vision has spoken to your cante- (heart) and

nagi  (spirit). You seeked a vision, the vision unfolded. You gaze back at the distant planet you called

home. Visions now more clear seems to show you another side of Ina Maka. Can you not see the

destruction coming to Ina Maka? But being where you are, and knowing what you know, you realize the

spirits will soon be born. They like those before them will guide all two leggeds (mankind) to a spiritual

awareness like never known before. Then truly woksapa (wisdom) will be given to those that are no

longer blind and see beyond the eyes mind. As the vision returns you to your human form (two legged)

you begin the journey back to the here and now, you do not feel the same, you never will be the same

again. The Great Spirit has touched you. Your true journey just begins! You gaze back over your

shoulders as you re-enter your space and time. Your human eyes once again open to see the approach

to your current times. The visionary journey of evolution has brought you back safely! Surprisingly! You

gaze back to the heavens where you had been. Then you hear the laughter of children ringing through

the universe; it pierces through your cante (heart) your nagi -soul. You know! Yes, you understand where

the laughter comes from. You were given the visions of Ten Moons, a place where spirits are born. (Note:

April 2007 a new planet was discovered in the universe. Does the Vision seem so unreal? I guess in time

we may all know) ...07HF
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